
  
 

 
 
 
 

 

Published in sacred remembrance of the ‘Good old days’ 
when bartending was an exact science and your troubles could 

be forgotten at any corner. A time when a man could get 
frostbite on his hand from shaking cocktails without the kink 
in his neck from peering over his shoulder on the look out for 

Prohibition agents. 

What follows in the pages ahead is a basic guide to the drinks 
we serve at Bourne & Co. With the collaborative efforts of our 
team, we aim to keep our menu seasonal. Featuring rhythmus 

select beverages; some of which stem from like-minded 
industry idols and some that are nothing more than accidental 

discoveries. 

We will continue to serve high quality beers and wines in 
traditional measures focusing on caliber and the craft 

revolution. We look forward to securing exclusive and rare 
vintages of Champagnes by seizing all opportunities and 

exploring all avenues to source them. Our prices reflect our 
attention to detail and quality of raw materials whilst offering 

integrity and value. 
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SPARKLING WINES  

Da Luca Prosecco, Italy      6.0            26 

Gancia Pinot di Pinot brut rosé      6.0            24 
Camel Valley Brut, England      8.0            45 

Chapel down three graces, England      8.0            49 
Sauvion Crémant de Loire brut, France                             6.0           26 
Tattinger Prélude Grand cru, Champagne             85 

Veuve reserve vintage 2004, Champagne              90 
Krug Grand cuvee brut, Champagne                                     240 
Charles Heidsieck, Blanc des Millénaires, 1995             340 

Krug 2003 vintage brut, Champagne              405 
Billecart Salmon, Elisabeth rosé 2002, Champagne            450  
Krug Clos du Mensil 2000 vintage, Champagne              610 

Dom Perignon Oenotheque 1996’, Champagne             950 

Others available… 

SPARKLING COCKTAILS 

Cest la Vie - 7.5 

*Deluca Prosecco, Lillet blanc    **Fresh, raspberry-orange-honey fizz 

Lillet blanc is one of the world's favourite aperitif wines. Made from a blend of white wines from Bordeaux, 
Semillon and Sauvignon blanc, as well as citrus liqueurs from orange peel and bitter green apple 

French 75 - 8 

Camel Valley Brut, Beefeater London dry    **Fresh, clean, citrusy fizz 

An English drink that grew popularity during the French prohibition. Named after the 75mm 
Howitzer field gun used by the French army during WW1.   

 Greyskull fizz- 8  

*Courviosier VS, Gancia Rosé   *Tasty sparkling wine creation. 

We admit that this one is very contrasting, However we’ve stuck to classic cocktail ratios, and it 
works! Sour- being lemon juice, sweet- sugars made in-house with characters of ginger, vanilla 

and cinnamon. We base it with Cognac and lengthen it with sparkling rosé.  

	125ml													Bottle 
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     WHITES                               

Pinot Grigio Grave del Friuli, Borgo Tesis, Fantinel  4.5     6.0   18 
Spectacular wine of the moment 

Son Excellence Sauvignon Blanc, Côtes de Gascogne  4.0     5.5   16.5 
Cracking Sauvignon from Gascogne 

Villa Maria Reserve Sauvignon Blanc, Marlborough   6.8     8.5   27 
Intense passion fruit and gooseberry flavours with hints of lime.  

Durbanville Hills Chardonnay, Durbanville   5.0     6.5   19.5 
Rich, lush Chardonnay from the sunny cape 

 

REDS 

Son Excellence Cabernet Sauvignon, Pays d'Oc   4.4     6.0     17.5 
Deep, dark and rich fruit  

Veramonte Merlot Reserva, Casablanca Valley   5.4     7.5     23 
Full bodied and smooth, the way Merlots should be 

En Rébellion Pinot Noir, St Marie des Crozes   6.4     8.8     26 
En vogue and easy drinking 

Callia Selected Malbec, San Juan           5.5     7.5     21 
One of the best Malbecs we’ve ever tasted 

 

ROSE 

Greenwood Pass White Zinfandel, California   3.3    6.0     17.5 
Sweet strawberries and cream 

La Colline aux Lavandes Rosé les Vins Méditerranèe                   22 
Classic, traditional elegance 

 

 
SPARKLING ROSE 

Gancia Pinot di Pinot brut Rosé                                6.0   25 
Classic, traditional elegance 

	
	

  List prices;   
  Sparkling wines: 125ml-Bottle 

                Wines: 175ml-250ml-Bottle - 125ml available 

						 								175ml					250ml			Bottle	
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													125ml				Bottle 



 

 
 

 

DRAUGHT CRAFT 

Blue Moon Belgian white - 5.4%   2.5 / 4.5 
Grolsh Blonde - 4.0%     2.0 / 4.0 
Wolfrock Red IPA - 4.8%    2.1 / 4.0 
Chieftan IPA - 5.5%   2.1 / 4.0  
Cornish Pilsner - 5.2%   2.2 / 4.1 

CRAFTED BOTTLES  
£4 

Estrella Galicia - Pale lager with hoppy character, soft aroma of lemongrass, clean. - 5.5% 

Blanche de Namur Rosé - Turkish delight aroma, soft raspberries, candied sugar - 3.4% 
Abita Purple Haze - Mascarpone, Light citrus, raspberries, herbal hops - 4.2% 
Estrella Especial 1906 - Bold, intense roasted malt, gentle bitter finish - 5.5% 
Jack brand Pale ale - Mango, Peach, lemon, dry hop finish - 4.1% 

Portobello London pilsner - Light, crisp, blend of Czech and German hops - 4.6% 

Barneys Volcano IPA - Light malt, grapefruit, citrus smooth finish - 5.0% 
Yeastie boys Earl grey IPA - Earl grey, grapefruit, lemon, lightly sweet smooth finish - 6.5% 

Tuatara Sauvinova Single hop PA - Tropical gooseberry body, crisp sauvignon -5.2% 

Hogs back Montezuma Chocolate lager - Dairy milk & vanilla, floral toffee -  4.5% 

Barneys Red rye - Red berries and candied apple, sweet caramel finish - 4.5% 

1906 Black Coupage - Medium roast, Light liquorice, raisins & molasses - 7.2% 

 
CIDER 

£5 
Cornish orchards Heritage cider 

Medium dry, soft tannins, lightly vinous - 5.0% 
Cornish orchards Vintage cider 

Windfall apples, intense blossoms of gooseberries - 7.2% 
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VINTAGE COLLECTION 

Our selection of vintage recipes found pre- 20th century, paying respect to 
our roots. We will always pay special attention in executing these forgotten 

gemstones. Whether it’s a Daisy, Flip, Sour or Julep style drink… Rest 
assured, it will not be rushed.  

              Grass Hopper - 8 

*Fernet branca, Crème de menthe, Crème de cacao      *Minty ice cream delight 
Glowing emerald green, the Grasshoppers charm will entice you with its fresh, clean aroma. We don’t 

make our grasshoppers the simple traditional way, we add in a few different treats into the mix to 
celebrate one of our favorite digestifs. 

        Pink Lady - 8 

*Boulard Calvados, Plymouth   **Elegant sweetness and silky smooth 
“Pink ladies should never be taken alone, they overshadow the atmosphere – oozing too much charm for 
their surroundings. We personally recommend that you mix it for four, but remember that even three’s a 

crowd.” 

          Rum Julep - 9 

* Bacardi gold, El Dorado 151, Bermuda black seal   **Complex, rum based julep. 

Deriving form the Arabic word ‘julab’, meaning rosewater. To even write about this one makes our 
mouths water, and to think the prohibition has been with us long ten years! Pass the ice Clarence! –‘The 

bartender’s guide’ - 1930 

     Whiskey Sour - 8 

*Gentleman Jack / Knob Creek    ** Spirited sweet and sour classic combination. 

From the 1800’s…this refreshing cocktail is simultaneously both sweet and sour, and it is sure 
to make you a Bourbon lover if you are not already. Damn good Bourbon, lemon, egg white, 

sugar and bitters. 

        Old Fashioned style - 9  

*Woodford Reserve / Makers mark    **Discerning and moreish 

A recipe direct from the famous Manhattan club of New York. If you don’t know this one, you 
just “ain’t edjicated” Please ask about the ‘Old Fashioned’ cocktail and what whiskies or other 

spirits are available. 
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  Bee’s Knees - 8 

*Tanqueray London dry    ** Acacia honey, lemon and lavender notes 
The very phrase means “excellent or very high quality”, having been corrupted in 

America during the 1920’s from its 18th century definition, which meant quite the opposite 
– “something very small and insignificant!’  

Ward Eight - 8 

*Jim Beam   ** Hints of lemon, orange and pomegranate molasses 
A voting district of Boston, famed for its political corruption. This was first served in 

Locke-Ober café in 1989, in honor of the owner Martin Lomansney who was running an 
election in Ward 8 at the time. Evolving from the Whiskey sour. 

Mudslide Flip - 9 

*Redbreast 12yr, Coffee bean infused Antica    **Heavy, rich and decadent 

We never usually make a lot of flips, sometimes on occasion for someone from behind a 
different stick. This flip is surely a crowd pleaser. Based with Jameson Redbreast 12yr, the 

complexity is stepped up with coffee infused Antica and addition of egg yolk. 

Sidecar - 8 

*Courvoisier VS, Cointreau   **1920’s Gatsby staple- tangy and tart 
How one drink with only three ingredients: Cognac, triple sec, lemon juice, can prove so 
palate-memorable is beyond us. How that same drink has stood the test of time so well, 
having been invented in either Paris or London during WWI, only boggles the mind 

further. 

Snapper / Mary - 8 

*Smoked Bacon Grey goose / Black peppercorn Beefeater  **Queen of brunch 
Originally dubbed “Bucket of Blood”, The Bloody mary is beautifully crafted blanaced of 

sweetness, seasoning and spice. One way or another a Bloody mary posses plenty of 
authority. 
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PRE-DATED 1900’s 

What we are trying to achieve here, is quite simply to bring you some rare and 
fascinating spirits, used in traditional prohibition cocktails serves. While our 
primary focus remains on 19th Century spirits we are always looking out for 

hidden treasures. The spirits we source are true antiques, dating back as far as 
the Prohibition times. We are proud to handle and share such opportunities 

with our guests. 

(Pre- 1970’s) Bonded Beam Old Fashioned with Molton 
Orange Bitters - 18 

Beams choice from the 1970’s when it was bottled as an 8yr old (it takes place as a 5yr 
old in todays range) from one of the best known and best selling bourbon brands. 

Stirred down with ‘old fashioned’ syrup and a good helping of Molton orange bitters 
bottled back in the 1970s. 

 

(Pre- 1970’s) Old Charter 7yr Manhattan with Antica Formula 
Carpano Bot.1970’s - 24 

Old Charter Rye recipe Kentucky straight Bourbon, from the Buffalo trace distillery. 
Showing a sweet side full of toffee, vanilla and rich oakiness. The finish is very long 

and very satisfying. This is stirred down in traditional vintage ratios with an old 
bottling of Carpano’s Antica formula, one of the finest red vermouths ever made. 

Made to the same recipe since 1786, we estimate our bottle dates from 1970’s 

 

All  cocktails  are subject to availability,  and can change due to 
demand of vintage aged spirits.  
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 NEW 

Here at Bourne & Co. we adopt a contemporary approach to menu writing rending a 
selection of twelve exclusive recipes changing as the seasons pass us by. With an 
assortment of base spirits we have faith that our potions and elixirs will serve all 

personalities; feel free to browse our previous menus available upon request. Capturing 
taste at its best ignites our essential nature for attention to detail.  

  Tropical Traveller - 9.5 

*Jameson 12yr Redbreast, Laphroaig 10yr      **Smoke and tropical fruits 

Crafted for a bartender, based at a local watering hole down the road, his response after the 
first sip...’Tropical bro’… He was also Irish. 

 Sazerac style cocktail with plenty of character. 

Strawberry Fields Forever - 8 

*Jim Beam bourbon   **Sweet and sour balance, beautiful long finish 

The combination of almond, cinnamon bark, ginger is a popular trifector of some of our most 
popular modifier. We decided to combine all three ingredients in this wonderful journey along 

an exceptionally straight Kentucky road.  

  Smy Chai - 9 

*Millers Westbourne, Antica formula  **Chai spice blend that’s aromatic, smooth and fluffy 

History abounds with stories of white ladies, a term applied to a particular family of ghost 
mythology. White Ladies, as the name implies, are female spirits that are pale and gauzy in 

appearance. They usually haunt in rural settings, such as crumbling castles of the moorlands or 
forgotten countryside cemeteries. 

   D & G - 9 

*Brugal Anejo, St Elizabeth allspice   **Beautiful Tiki-style julep 

This lies somewhere between a tiki style cocktail and a Julep.“Open the whisky, Tom,' she 
ordered, 'and I'll make you a mint julep. Then you won't seem so stupid to yourself... Look at 

the mint!” ― F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby 

The Emm Bee - 9.5 

*Teresa 1795, Barbancourt  **Fragrant with nutty undertones, one for the rum lovers 

“A lady came up to me one day and said 'Sir! You are drunk', to which I replied 'I am drunk 
today madam, and tomorrow I shall be sober but you will still be ugly.”- Winston S. Churchill 
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  OLD 
Favorites here at Bourne & Co… This section contains diverse recipes 

from previous menus, other bartenders and general exploration. 

Honshu Punch - 12 

*Yamazaki 12yr     **Elegant Japanese potion for longevity 

Yamazaki 12yr is one of our favorite all time whiskies; maybe everyone’s, in fact, due to its 
shortage across the globe. Instead of hiding bottles away in our cellar waiting for the fall out, 

we celebrate by creating the Honshu punch….  

Last Minute Cancellation - 9 

*Knob Creek, Amaro Averna    **Beautiful marriage of complimentary flavours 

Guests who swear up and down they hate whiskey will easily gulp down four of these in an 
evening claiming they love this drink. Freshly extracted apples really help the Tahitian 

vanilla shine through.  

Flamenco - 8 

*Bols Genever, Hidalgo Triana PX    **Juicy sweet, citrus orange, and nutty depth 
One of the owners’ favorite tipples; The Flamenco. Introduced to this drink in a small, hidden 

speak easy in NYC, the nutty notes within the sherry really play around with the in house 
almond based l’orgeat which is complimented by citrus undertones 

  Goose Rampant - 8 
*Pink Lady infused Famous grouse **Classic sour twist with honey & cinnamon bark  

This has gained real respect within our team. We love the recipe, base spirit and most of all 
the name! The silky velvet-like texture really mellows out the whole experience. Served on the 

rocks or straight up, be sure to let the server know your preference of sweet or sour 

Curious Brew - 8 

*Tanqueray, Chieftan IPA     **Long, pineapple citrus hops  

This refreshing cocktail pairs two of our favorite things: juniper led gin and hoppy beer. We 
just love how  drink uses IPA beer to add a spicy, aromatic flavour enhancing the base spirits.  
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GUEST FAVORITES 
This section contains frequently asked for cocktails here at Bourne & Co. 

Masala Mai Tai - 9 
Interesting infusion of Bacardi oro and a traditional Garam masala blend 

including cumin seeds, cardamom, coriander seeds and cloves. Served Trader Vic 
style. 

Pornstar - 8 
I’d like to see Richard Burton or Sir John Gielgud or Sir Laurence Olivier do 

“Macbeth”, memorizing all that dialogue, and have a boner —Ron Jeremy. Stoli 
vanilla, tart passionfruit, pressed pineapple and caramel, balanced out with 

lemon and Crémant de Loire fizz, served up. 

Jack Valentine - 8 
Bubblegum fruity fun! Including a ‘heady’ mixture including Limoncello, Grand 
marnier, Cointreau and other white spirits. Served tall over plenty of ice and fun 

garnishes! 

St Michael - 9 
Delicate balance of the British springtime, St Germain elderflower, Hendericks 

gin paired with cucumber, lime and pressed apples. Finished with English 
sparkling wine straight up. 

Hunters Breeze - 8 
Fresh cooler style cocktail combining Stolichnaya vodka, Cointreau and green 

apple schnapps, shaken with fresh raspberries, vanilla and cranberry juice. 

Bramble - 8 
In the memory of the late Dick Bradsell. Author, actor and bartender, also 

responsible for this beautiful drink. London dry gin, blackberries, fresh lemon 
juice and crème de mure. Served over crushed ice. 
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  NON-ALCOHOLIC 
This section contains NON-alcoholic beverages. We aim to keep our 
ingredients as fresh as possible and use only freshly pressed juices. 

       Lemon Mint - 3.25 

*Fresh Lemon juice, Mint leaves   **Frozen taste bud sensation 

All the way from Dubai, just off the Marina you’ll find a beautiful ‘Vista’ overlooking the 
Dubai skyline. This is where I found this concoction. Sweet as well as sour, this non-alcoholic 

mint and lemon slush is delightful.  
 

        Spiced Vanilla Mojito - 3.25 

*Tahitian Vanilla, Apple, Ginger beer   *Virgin twist on our best selling mojito recipe 

The original drink was invented by a Flamin’ Goose, a fine wingman and a great bartender. 
“I feel the need…The need for speed”. Available also in a spiced rum, alcoholic twist. 

        Superb Colada - 3.25 

*Coconut cream, fresh Berries, Pineapples   **Berry based virgin colada 

“If I’m too drunk to know if the rum is gone, and no one else knows if the rum is gone. Then is 
the rum really gone?” - Jack Sparrow  

Fresh berry based virgin colada.  
 

     Gohar Cooler - 3.25 

*Watermelon, Pineapple, White peach   *Refreshing beach-time cooler. 

Coming from the white shores of north coast Egypt, the Gohar cooler is designed to rehydrate 
and refresh in any climate. Fresh pressed juices make this drink what it is. Not a concentrate in 

sight. 

     Plantain Palm - 3.25 

*Banana, Passionfruits, Mango   **Blended tropical madness 

Coming from the white shores of north coast Egypt, the Gohar cooler is designed to rehydrate 
and refresh in any climate. Fresh pressed juices make this drink what it is. Not a concentrate in 

sight. 
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   RAW & SUPER - OUR VISION 
It is our mission to bestow high caliber raw juices and super food smoothies upon 

our loving city. Cherishing three core values: Integrity – Transparency – 
Authenticity; we will render high caliber beverages with passion and creativity with 
the upmost quality. Clarity is key and our aim is to expose our guests to unrefined 

nutritional ingredients here at Bourne & Co. 
 

SUPER SMOOTHIES 

S#1 

 Coconut water - Banana - Cacao nibs - Espresso - Walnuts - Dates 
 

S#2 

   Almond milk - Spinach - Manuka+5 - Goji Berries - Blueberries - Chia 
 

      S#5 

 Cinnamon - Yellow Maca - Peanut butter - Chia - Banana - Almond milk   

 
RAW JUICES 

J#1 

Red delicious - Cucumber - Mint herb - Romaine - Spinach 
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ESPRESSO 

Long black - 2.0       
Espresso - 1.8  
Cappuccino - 2.2: Foamy texture     
      
Gibraltar - 2.0: Shorter than a flat white            Flat white - 2.2 
Macchiato - 2.0: Marked with foam           Latte - 2.5 

Mocha - 2.5: Hot chocolate and Espresso         Hot Chocolate - 2.5 

Affogato - 3.0: Espresso over vanilla ice cream 

 

SPECIAL COFFEES 

With all the diverse approaches to nutrition, its difficult to achieve a low carb performance 
drink that actually works. These coffees have been developed by and for people who lead a 
low carb approach to nutrition. High in essential healthy fats and important nutrients they 

deliver a physical and mental boost. 

BULLETPROOF - 3.0 

Blended with butter from healthy grass fed cows. These types of cows are fed on a 90% grass fed diet, 
free from hormones and antibiotics, leading to high levels of omega 3’s and vitamin K2. 

 

 

 

 

More coming soon… 

“You can’t buy 
happiness, but you can 
buy coffee and that’s 

pretty close” 
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